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ARM Technology CRM Infrastructure Platform 

Targetbase has invested millions of dollars to develop a CRM Infrastructure platform specifically 
focused on managing long-term consumer relationships through technology-enabled communications. 
Our technology's ability to detect changes in consumer data specific to our client's business rules and 
drive communications to the market has received two U.S. patents due to its unique and compelling 
attributes. Often overlooked, but mission-critical to any environment, is the ability to harvest relevant 
data from multiple data sources including call centers, web sites, and internal legacy systems. This 
marriage of all customer touch-points, coupled with the appropriate data hygiene creates the 
foundation for a complete customer view. The enabling technology, which provides this class of 
functionality, is fundamental to Targetbase's ARM system. In its current release, the ARM system 
features: 

* Campaign Management ETN - an event and time trigger-based function that manages
   promotion-based campaigns across all communications channels.
* Customer history and permissions tracking, including campaign results as a basis for analytics,
   such as DSS and data mining.
* An open architecture which allows for integration with other third party applications.
* Provides the essential backbone for managing all CRM efforts within the corporation.

The ARM solution provides database-independent business logic and an Enterprise Data Model that 
houses societal, life stage, career stage, complex household, attitudinal, market, brand, purchase, 
campaign, event and survey data. ARM adapts dynamically to reconcile customer relationship data 
that is resident in multiple communications channels, and acts to continuously monitor and 
orchestrate action triggers based on the value of the interactions between a business and its 
customers. 

"Less than a handful of companies worldwide possess such a technology." Michael Bernstein, Gartner 
Analyst, 1999 Gartner Audit of Targetbase ARM technology. 

Who buys ARM and why? 
ARM is targeted for sale to enterprise information technology personnel of corporations and 
institutions that demand a higher degree of sophistication and sensitivity in synchronizing relationship 
and commitment-critical data in order to better allocate resources to serve their customers. The 
reason is that despite their best efforts to integrate departmental applications and data silos, they 
have been unable to create an enterprise-level solution that marries the financial goals of the 
organization with behaviors associated with the more effective and efficient management of customer 
relationship data. The end result is the loss of millions of dollars in revenue and profitability. 

ARM gives CIOs the ability to create "institutional-level" memory and analytical frameworks to 
manage customer and resource commitment-critical data at the enterprise level. Typical 
implementation cycles have been three to six months, as opposed to one to three years for custom 
solutions. 

ETN
Targetbase's ARM system includes a campaign management feature - Event Transition Network (ETN) 
- that is an event and time trigger-based function that will manage marketing campaigns across all 
communications channels. 

Feature/Functionality
* Dynamic triggers
* Campaign-state transition management (more than serial campaigns)

Tight integration with underlying ARM data model
* Track and act on migration/movement
* Analyze movement (analytical value)

Broad Applicability
* Cross industry 
* Backbone, infrastructure class solution



Vision for integration with analytical platform (closed-loop)
* Incorporation of analytical frameworks and methodologies
* Dynamic segmentation

Incorporates societal influences, as well as, business influences (life stage/lifestyle, moments of truth).

ARM - Our Solution Architecture
ARM provides a suite of reusable object frameworks that can map and optimize the interdependencies 
and interactions between the customer data that is trapped in Operational, Business Intelligence, Data 
Warehouse and Customer Contact Point application silos, including the Web. 

Certain key components must be integrated into a "closed-loop" framework in order to most efficiently 
and effectively reconcile dualities in the environment and events that surround corporations and 
institutions: 

* A robust "enterprise-level" data model
* Data integration and hygiene (reformat, recode, etc.)
* Unique customer identification and encoding
* An enterprise-wide view of the data and its value
* Data suppression sensitivity (i.e., discontinue inappropriate communications)
* Support for complex householding
* Dynamic data segmentation and updating
* Support for alignment and synchronization of contact point data
* Historical tracking of behavioral, attitudinal, and segmentation data
* Self-organizing analytical frameworks and communication event management
* Data and GUI independent business logic

The outcome of such integration is a data store that provides institutional memory for an enterprise's 
most valuable asset - its customers. 

Institutional Memory Framework
ARM provides a flexible backbone for rapidly integrating and optimizing existing CRM software 
investments in order to build a large scale "Institutional Memory Framework". Our CRM-enabling 
technology provides the foundation for organizations to deliver on their customer-focused strategies 
by providing the facilities to: 

* Align marketing strategy with customer value and expectations
* Manage customer information as a strategic asset
* Measure customer value on an ongoing and historical basis
* Integrate customer information across business units
* Manage the customer experience

Benefits
* Reduced communications and management costs
* Increased advocacy-based awareness
* Increased revenues (cross-sell/up-sell)
* Increased share of usage
* Increased customer retention
* Increased profitability
* Increased customer knowledge

Assets
* ARM - an Adaptive Architecture and Device for Data Management
* Dynamic segmentation and event transition networking
* Multi-channel communications optimization
* Self-organizing analytical frameworks
* Development based on marketplace demands
* ARM's evolution was guided by Targetbase's experience as CRM practitioners
* Robust data model that includes not only transactional, demographic, and campaign data, but 
brand, product, market, attitudinal, behavioral, multi-level household, and non-marketing event data 
as well.


